Learn more about these new professional products!

A Natural Difference helps fight the accumulated effects of sun damage with Rose Renewal Crème. This specially formulated cream moisturizes with remarkable cellular detoxification. Natural and chirally correct ingredients guard against environmental abuse and the harmful effects of free radicals. As a pre- and post-sun treatment, Rose Renewal is super-charged to prevent UVA and UVB cellular damage. It quickly penetrates into the skin, leaving a soft, radiant appearance. 888-568-3150, www.anaturaldifference.com or RR# 619

Wild Berry Skin Peel from MICHAEL TODD True Organics® is a powerful skin peel intended for smoothing fine lines and surface wrinkles, improving skin texture and tone, unblocking and cleansing pores, adjusting pH, and improving skin condition in general. Alpha/beta hydroxy acids and select fruit enzymes of wild blueberry, strawberry, grape and raspberry combine for superior exfoliation. 772-343-0222 or www.michaeltoddtrueorganics.com

Janssen Cosmetics presents Trend Edition DETOX, which supports the skin cells’ detoxification process in order to slow down visible skin aging. Age spots appear less visible and the skin’s youthful radiance is retained. The skin takes on new vitality, which is reflected in a fresh and healthy appearance. www.janssen-cosmetics-shop.com or RR# 133

Phytomer’s CC CRÈME Skin Perfecting Cream SPF 20 is a hybrid product that combines makeup, skin care, and solar protection. CC, meaning color correction is achieved in a fluid texture that melts upon application, giving optimum coverage in a shade that suits most skin tones. 800-227-8051, www.phytomerusa.com or RR# 122

Hydrating Facial Wipes from derma e® are freshly scented, pre-moistened wipes that quickly and conveniently lift away makeup, oil and impurities while thoroughly hydrating, softening and smoothing skin. Infused with ultra-moisturizing hyaluronic acid, these one-step wipes help condition, soften and smooth skin, leaving it fresh and dewy. Fortified with grape seed and maqui berry, Hydrating Facial Wipes offer antioxidant protection while keeping skin clean and refreshed. 800-521-3342 or www.dermae.com

Rhonda Allison Cosmeceuticals has introduced its first peel solution specifically for the body. The new Rhonda Allison Body Acid Peel is a professional body treatment that works to exfoliate, hydrate and provide potent rejuvenation for the toughest target areas. 866-313-7546, www.rhondaallison.com or RR# 222

Arctic Berry Illuminating Peel & Peptide System from Éminence Organic Skin Care of Hungary awakens the skin’s inner beauty. Transformation begins with an active exfoliation from the Enzyme Exfoliant, followed by the Pro Advanced Peel Activator MA20 (multi-acid 20 percent), a naturally-derived activating peel. Each work in harmony with our exclusive Peptide Radiance Cream to reveal the skin’s true luminosity. 888-747-6342, www.eminenceorganics.com or RR# 165